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Time Tracking 
Total allocated time: 30 minutes, including questions 
 
Session Objective 
Demonstrate time entry and approvals, and how approved time integrates with other 
functionality such as leave administration, payroll, and benefits. 
 
Assumptions: Methods of recording and tracking time worked include work schedules, 
timesheets, and clock in/out. Payroll at WSU is administered on semi-monthly, lagged pay cycles 
(with pay periods of the 1st through the 15th and the 16th through the last day of the month) 
normally paid on the 10th and 25th of the month. Overtime for the majority of overtime eligible 
employees begins after 40 hours have been worked in a work week. 
 
Items to Demonstrate 

1. Show how overtime eligible employees can record time worked using positive and 
exception based methods. 

2. Demonstrate how edits are made to recorded time, or adjustments made to pre-built 
schedules by: 

a. An employee 
b. A Supervisor or Manager for employees who are active or separated 

3. Show how overtime is calculated using the following scenarios: 
a. The work week and pay period do not line up (e.g. the pay period ending on the 

15th of the month falls on a Wednesday) for an employee who worked 45 hours 
and took two hours of sick leave during a regular work week. 

b. An employee with multiple positions (e.g. an employee works 40 hours, 
Monday to Friday in one position, and six hours on a Saturday in another 
position). Also show how total hours for the employee are calculated. 

4. Demonstrate the routing of time sheets to the appropriate individuals for approval. Show: 
a. The standard chain of approvers. 
b. An alternate process if one of the approvers is unavailable. 

5. Discuss how supervisors and managers manage time tracking, funding, and reporting. 
Show how: 

a. A position’s default funding can be adjusted for a single payroll instance. 
b. Work schedules can be created, edited and assigned to one or more employees, 

positions, or employee groups. 
c. Retro-active data can be entered and submitted to payroll, for example hours that 

need to be entered, approved, and paid for a prior pay period. 
d. Office and payroll managers can see if any active employees, who record 

time, will be impacted by missing approvals or unresolved time sheet issues. 
6. Demonstrate how approved time is submitted electronically to payroll. 

 

Q&A Session 
 
 


